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“Think back… which keys did you press?”
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Senator SMITH.

Can you tell how high above the boat deck that [the crow’s nest] is?

Mr. FLEET.

I have no idea.

Senator SMITH.

Can you tell how high above the crow's nest the masthead is?

Mr. FLEET.

No, sir.

Senator SMITH.

Do you know how far you were above the bridge?

Mr. FLEET.

I am no hand at guessing.

Senator SMITH.

I do not want you to guess; but, if you know, I would like to have you tell.

Mr. FLEET.

I have no idea.

Senator SMITH.

How far away was this black mass when you first saw it?

Mr. FLEET.

I have no idea, sir.

Senator SMITH.

How long before the collision or accident did you report ice ahead?

Mr. FLEET.

I have no idea.

Senator SMITH.

How large an object was this when you first saw it?

Mr. FLEET.

It was not very large when I first saw it.

Senator SMITH.

How large was it?

Mr. FLEET.

I have no idea of distances or spaces.



Vigilance 
= sustained attention for low-probability events under monotonous conditions.

1912

1942



Technical systems become increasingly complex (drivers: Integration, Automation, Innovation) 

Coping with Complexity

Graphics adopted from: Hollnagel, E., Bye, A., Hoffmann, M. (2000). Coping with complexity – strategies for information input overload. In: 
Proceedings of Cognitive Systems Engineering in Process Control (CSEPC) 2000, November 22-25 2000, pp. 264-268.



= The science about human characteristics and the practice of applying
this knowledge to optimize the human-computer interaction.

Human Factors Engineering



MABA-MABA List

Men are better at:

�Detecting small amounts of visual, auditory, or chemical 

energy

�Perceiving patterns of light or sound

� Improvising and using flexible procedures

�Storing information for long periods, and recalling 

appropriate parts

�Reasoning inductively (i.e. generalizing)

�Exercising judgment

Machines are better at:

�Responding quickly to control signals

�Applying great force smoothly and precisely

�Storing information briefly, erasing it completely

�Reasoning deductively

�Doing many complex operations at once

Fitts, P. (1951) Human Engineering for an Effective Air Navigation and Traffic Control System, Ohio State University Research Foundation Report, Columbus, OH.



Model of Human Cognition

Card, S., Moran, T.P., & Newell, A. (1983). The psychology of human-computer interaction. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
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Iconic Memory

D = 200 ms

K = 17 characters

C = physical 

Auditive Memory

D = 1500 ms

K = 5 characters

C = physical

Auditive Memory

D = 1500 ms

K = 5 characters

C = physical

Long-term Memory

D = infinite

K = infinite

C = semantic

Working Memory

D = 7000 ms

K = 7 chunks*

C = auditive / visual

Musculature

Ear Eye

D = retention period, K = capacity, C = code, T = cycle time 
* Newer research assumes approx. 5 chunks (Baddeley, 1990) 



Tactics vs. Strategy

Do you think Human Factors are mainly concerned about screen level design 

tactics rather than the overall user-centered design strategy?

ISO 13407: „Human-centered design processes for interactive systems“



User Experience



What is Appeal? What is Attractiveness?

at⋅trac⋅tive [uh-trak-tiv], adjective :

� providing pleasure or delight, esp. in appearance or manner

� arousing interest or engaging one's thought or consideration

www.dictionary.reference.com



When is something perceived as being attractive?

If it can be processed easily by the brain

� Symmetry

� Proportions

� Cleanliness

Winkielman, P. , Halberstadt, J., Fazendeiro, T., Catty, S. (2006). Prototypes Are Attractive Because They Are Easy on the Mind. Psychological Science. Pp. 799-806.







Visual Attention: Stress What’s Important

� Group elements that belong together  

� Separate elements that do not belong together

Attention is drawn to elements that stick out, because they 

are different

Mancas, M., Gosselin, B., Macq, B. (2007). Perceptual Image Representation. EURASIP Journal of Image and Video Processing. Volume 2007, 

Article ID 98181, doi:10.1155/2007/98181
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Blinking

� For drawing attention: 1 - 5 Hz, preferably 2 Hz

� If reading has to be possible: ⅓ - 1 Hz

� Frequencies higher than 33 Hz: perception is not blinking, but flickering 

� Frequencies higher than 70 Hz: steady impression

� Photosensitive epileptic seizures (0.3 - 3%  population prevalence) occur between 1 - 65Hz 

frequency, with peak at 15 - 25Hz. Red colored flicker is more likely to provoke seizures than is 

blue or white of the same overall intensity

ISO 9241 (1992). Ergonomic requirements for office work with visual display terminals (VDTs) -- Part 3: Visual display requirements. . Beuth: Berlin. 

DIN 19235 (1985). Measurement and control; signaling of operating conditions. 1085-03. Beuth: Berlin. 

Fisher R.S., Harding G., Erba G., Barkley G.L., & Wilkins A. (2005) Photic- and pattern-induced seizures: a review for the Epilepsy Foundation of America 

Working Group Epilepsia, 46 (9), 1426-1441

½ Hz 1 Hz 2 Hz

Visual Attention: Stress What’s Important

�Use blinking sparsely, it’s pretty powerful
�Use 2Hz for blinking



Visual Structure and Flow

� Base layout on a grid
� Provide a logical and directed flow

�Grids divide the screen into areas. 

� Based on smallest spacing between elements, all other  spacing are multiples of this atomic unit

�Consistency improves readability of the UI, allows quicker learning and improves aesthetics

� Standardization reduces design time

�The visual structure can be used to facilitate an efficient flow

Cooper, A., Reimann, R., Cronin, D. (2007). About Face 3. Indianapolis: Wiley.

Flow



Fitts‘s Law
T = time to move the hand to a target 

D = distance between hand and target 

S = size of target 

k ~ 100 msec.

Fitts, P.M. (1954). The information capacity of the human motor system in controlling the amplitude of movement. Journal of Experimental Psychology, 

volume 47, number 6, June 1954, pp. 381-391. (Reprinted in Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 121(3):262--269, 1992). 

�Small increases in size for small objects make it much easier to 

select them 

�Small increases in size for big objects don’t make that much 

difference

Execution Time

Distance to target (D)

Execution Time

Size of target (S)

�Small decreases in target distance for close objects make it 

much easier to select them 

�Small decreases in target distance for remote objects don’t 

make that much difference 

Start Finish

T = k log₂(D/S + 0.5)

� Place related UI elements close to each
� Screen corners and borders are good locations for quick selection, but don’t make users 

travel up/down, right/left, diagonally excessively



Cleveland, W.S. (1985). The Elements of Graphing Data. Wadsworth, Belmont, CA.

Position 

along scale

Angle

Area

Volume

easier

harder

Chart Types

� Select the chart type based on aesthetics and human cognitive abilities

How easily humans interpret information on charts depends  on the chart type.



� Graphical User Interfaces 

� Color is an aspect of any visual scene – not only on computer screens, but in any situation where 

we see something 

� Colors have the potential to boost or wreck the user experience:

� Functional Aspects, e.g. steering visual attention

� Appeal: establishing emotional tie between system-user, company-user

� Branding: communicating value and alignment with overall corporate appearance 

Why is Color important?



Perception of color comes from three types of color receptors, maximally receptive to 

long, medium, and short wavelengths of light (known as L-, M- and S-cones)

Wyszecki, G, Stiles, W.S. (1982). Color science. 2nd edition. New York: Wiley. 

Color Deficiencies



What shapes do you see?

Color Deficiencies



Color 

Deficiency

Cause Color Vision Spectrum Incidence [%] 

in Caucasians

- - can see all colors Spectrum Men: 92.0

Women: 99.6

Protanopia1 L-cone loss - see only blue & yellow 

- confuse red & green

Men: 1.00

Women: 0.02 

Protanomaly2 L-cone

deficiency

- see mostly blue & yellow, 

- may confuse red & green

Men: 1.00

Women: 0.02 

Deuteranopia1 M-cone

loss

- see only blue & yellow 

- confuse red & green

Men: 1.10

Women: 0.01 

Deuteranomaly2 M-cone

deficiency

- see mostly blue & yellow 

- may confuse red & green

Men: 4.90

Women: 0.38

Tritanopia1 S-cone loss - see only red & green 

- confuse blue & yellow 

Men: 0.002

Women: 0.001

Tritanomaly2 S-cone

deficiency 

- see mostly red & green 

- may confuse blue & yellow 

Men: 0.002

Women: 0.001

Rod

Monochromacy

L-, M-, S-

cone loss

cannot see any colors Men: 0.003

Women: 0.002

1 Dichromacy 2  Anomalous Trichromacy

Wyszecki, G, Stiles, W.S. (1982). Color science. 2nd edition. New York: Wiley. 

Color Deficiencies



Wyszecki, G, Stiles, W.S. (1982). Color science. 2nd edition. New York: Wiley. 

Color Deficiencies

Color Deficiency Color Vision Spectrum Incidence [%] 

- can see all colors Men: 92.0
Women: 99.6

Perceiving red & green - see mostly or exclusively blue & yellow 
- may confuse red & green

Men: 8.00
Women: 0.43 

Perceiving blue & yellow - see mostly or exclusively red & green
- may confuse blue & yellow

Men: 0.004
Women: 0.002

Total color blindness cannot see any colors Men: 0.003
Women: 0.002

� Don’t rely on color alone to differentiate UI elements or convey meaning
� Multi-code UI elements (shape, icons, labels, etc.)





Simulating Color Deficiencies



L-cone based Red/Green Blindness 
(2% males, 0.04% females)



M-cone based Red/Green Blindness 
(6% males, 0.39% females)



S-cone based Blue/Yellow Blindness 
(0.004% males, 0.002% females)



Total Color Blindness 
(0.003% males, 0.002% females)



Simulating Color Deficiencies



L-cone based Red/Green Blindness 
(2% males, 0.04% females)



M-cone based Red/Green Blindness 
(6% males, 0.39% females)



S-cone based Blue/Yellow Blindness 
(0.004% males, 0.002% females)



Total Color Blindness 
(0.003% males, 0.002% females)



Proctor, R.W., Proctor, J.D. (2006). Sensation and Perception. In: Gavriel Salvendy (Ed.), Handbook of Human Factors and Ergonomics. 3rd Edition. 

Wiley & Sons, Hoboken, NJ. pp. 53-88. 

Red/Green

max. 30°

Blue/Yellow 

max. 60°

140°

Peripheral Color Perception

� Do not use red and green to code important information on the periphery



The lens bends light of different 

colors by unequal amounts. 

The lens bends light of 

different colors by 

unequal amounts. 

Kaiser, P. K., Boynton, R. M. (1996). Human Color Vision. Washington, D.C.: Optical Society of America.

Color & Contrasts: Chromatic Aberration

� Do not use red and blue close to each other



Color & Contrast

Adopted from: Hymnos Style Guide Machine Tools. Draft Version 0.9. ASACA Association



Greco, M., Stucchi, N., Zavagno, D., Marino, B. (2008). On the Portability of Computer-Generated Presentations: The Effect of Text-Background Color 

Combinations on Text Legibility. Human Factors, 50(5). Pp. 821-833.

Legibility depends on the luminance 

contrast between text and background: 

the greater the contrast the higher the 

score for perceived legibility of test 

participants.

Legibility depends on the luminance 

contrast between text and background: 

the greater the contrast the higher the 

score for perceived legibility of test 

participants.

Better

→ Use dark text on a light background (better legibility and pleasantness rating  than inverse 

combination).

→ For dark text on light background use black or blue texts.

→ If you want to use light text on dark background, use green, brown, black and blue as 

background colors (black and blue are rated most pleasant). The best choice for text is white.

→ Pleasantness strongly depends on legibility! 

Color & Contrast



304

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C): Two colors have sufficient color contrast if:

104

&

*Hewlett Packard use 400

C:/Baseline

C:/Baseline

Their color difference is greater than 500* 

(based on RGB values).

(maximum (Red value 1, Red value 2) 

- minimum (Red value 1, Red value 2))

+ 

(maximum (Green value 1, Green value 2) -

minimum (Green value 1, Green value 2)) 

+ 

(maximum (Blue value 1, Blue value 2) 

- minimum (Blue value 1, Blue value 2))

> 500

Their color brightness difference is 

greater than 125 (based on RGB 

values).

(((Red value 1 X 299) + (Green value 1 

X 587) + (Blue value 1 X 114)) / 1000)

-

(((Red value 2 X 299) + (Green value 2 

X 587) + (Blue value 2 X 114)) / 1000)

> 125

516193

Color & Contrast

www.w3.org



Aesthetics & Colors

Schloss, K.B., Palmer, S. (2007). Aesthetic Preference for Color Combinations. http://socrates.berkeley.edu/~plab/pdf/SchlossPalmer.pdf

Adult Human



Aesthetics & Colors

Schloss, K.B., Palmer, S. (2007). Aesthetic Preference for Color Combinations. http://socrates.berkeley.edu/~plab/pdf/SchlossPalmer.pdf

 Warm Colors 

 Cold Colors 

5.00 3.76 3.94

3.893.765.56

4.894.895.33

5.39 4.61 4.72

3.393.765.11

4.563.943.89

�Warm colors are 

preferred on cool colors

�Cool colors are preferred 

on warm colors

�Color combinations of the 

same hue are preferred



Waters, C. (1996). Web Concept & Design. Indianapolis: New Riders Publishing.

Red hot, stop, aggression, error, 

warning, fire, daring

Pink female, cute, cotton-candy

Orange warm, autumnal, Halloween

Yellow happy, sunny, cheerful, slow 

down, caution

Brown warm, fall, dirty

Green envy, jealousy, a novice, spring-

like (fertile), pastoral

Blue peaceful, water, male

Purple royal

White virginal, clean, innocent, 

cold

Black evil, ghostly, death, fear, 

mourning

Gray overcast, gloom, old age

Colors stimulate associations:

Note:

Color associations depend on culture.

Red in Egypt: Death

Red in China: Happiness

Red in India: Life / Creativity

Russo, P., & Boor, S. (1993). How fluent is your interface? Designing 

for international users. INTERCHI '93. 342-347

Colors Stereotypes



� Most of the information presented on UIs is text-based

� The right text treatment can measurably improve productivity and increase user satisfaction

� Some “eternal” rules on text treatment have now become outdated due to technical advances

� Because there is just so much bad stuff out there – specifically on the web

Why is Text Treatment important?



d

h = d * tan (   )φ

h

φ(

1 minute of arc = 1/60° = 0.0167° (= perception threshold)

ISO 9241-3: 

“Character heights of 20 to 22 minutes of arc are preferred for the most tasks. The minimum

character height shall be 16 minutes of arc.”

Text Size

ISO 9241 (1992). Ergonomic requirements for office work with visual display terminals (VDTs) -- Part 3: Visual display requirements. 



Minutes
of arc

Viewing
Distance

Minimum: 
16 minutes of arc

Optimum: 
20-22 minutes of arc

11.81 in 
300 mm

0.06 in
1.40 mm

0.07 – 0.08 in
1.75 – 1.92 mm

19.69 in
500 mm

0.09 in
2.33 mm

0.12 – 0.13 in
2.91 – 3.21 mm

98.43 in
2500 mm

0.46 in
11.66 mm

0.57 – 0.63 in
14.57 – 16.03 mm

Handhelds

Computer monitors

Projection walls

h = d * tan (   )φ

Text Size



How many pixels are needed for an uppercase character height of 0.09 inches?

- This depends on the screen resolution and monitor size!

Aspect Ratio 5:4 16:10

Screen Resolution [pixel²] 1280 x 1024 pxls 1680 x 1050 pxls

Screen Dimensions [inch²] 14.8 x 11.9 in (19-in diagonal) 16.8 x 10.5 in (20-in diagonal)

Pixel Density [pixels/inch] 1024 pxls / 11.9 in = 86 ppi 1050 pxls / 10.5 in = 100 ppi

# of pixels needed for a 

character height of 0.09 in

86 ppi * 0.09 in = 7.74 = 8 pxls 100 ppi * 0.09 in = 9 pxls

Text Size



Text Size

Times New Roman Arial Tahoma

Points are independent from screen resolutions and monitor sizes (1 pt = 1/72 in)

�Use a 9pt font size for the minimum character height (0.09in / 2.33mm)

�Use a 12pt font size to get into the preferred character height range 

(0.12in - 0.13in / 2.91mm - 3.21mm)

(Enlarged)



ABC
Arial (Sans Serif)

ABC
Times New Roman (Serif)

� Serif fonts improve readability in continuous text, because the serifs (“feet”) help to 

structure and discriminate characters. 

� Sans Serif fonts are preferred on screens, because due to the lower screen resolution 

(compared to print) serif fonts look fuzzier, especially at small sizes.

Wheeler, S. G. (1996). TypeSense: Making Sense of Type on the Computer. Boston: International 

Thompson Computer Press.

Font Type

�Use sans serif font type on screens



philadelphia
lowercase mixed-case

Arditi, A., Cho, J. (2007). Letter case and text legibility in normal and low vision. Vision Research, 47(19), pp. 2499-2505.

uppercase

EXPERIMENTS SHOW THAT DUE TO THE SIZE UPPER-CASE IS MORE LEGIBLE IN TERMS OF 

READING SPEED THAN THE OTHER CASE STYLES, ESPECIALLY FOR VISUAL IMPAIRED PERSONS.

→ Use mixed-case, because it yields highest reading speed

→ Do not use upper-case

Ascenders (b, d, f, h, k, l, t) und descenders (g, j, p, q, y) create the shape typical for of a specific word

Mixed-case helps to understand the sentence structure (upper-case is used as first letter in names or 

at the beginning of a sentence)

Dul, J., Weerdmeester, B.A. (1993). Ergonomics for Beginners. Oxford: Taylor & Francis. 

Philadelphia PHILADELPHIA

Most Human Factors specialists say:

OPPOSING FINDINGS:

Letter Cases



ISO 9241-17 (1998). Ergonomic requirements for office work with visual display terminals (VDTs) - Part 17: Form filling dialogues. Berlin: Beuth.

Note:

For languages that read in the opposite 

direction, the guideline is reversed.

Name:

Color:

Shape:

Weight:

Height:

� left-

aligned

ConeX

Silver

Cone

4 lb

2 ft

� left-

aligned

Similar label 

lengths

Books

Movies, Music & Games

Digital Downloads

Electronics & Computers

Home & Garden

Grocery

Toys, Kids & Baby

Apparel, Shoes & Jewelry

Health & Beauty

Sports & Outdoors

Tools, Auto & Industrial

Labels and Entry FieldsVertical Menus

� left-aligned

Title:

Last Name:

Age:

Place of Birth:

Gender:

� right-

aligned

Director

Smith

38

Minneapolis

Male

� left-

aligned

Different label 

lengths

Philadelphia:

Smallville:

Mexico City:

Princeton

Detroit

1,125,300

837

22,311,500

13,684

899,387

� right

aligned

Odds:

Score A:

Score B:

Liters:

Win/loss:

8.3333333

28.338

128.5

4.344  

2.67

� aligned to 

decimal point

Alphanumerical 

fields

Alphanumerical 

fields

Numerical fields with 

different decimal places

Numerical 

fields

Text Alignment



Byrne, M. D. (2002). Reading vertical text: Rotated vs. marquee. Proceedings of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 46th Annual Meeting. Santa 

Monica, CA: Human Factors and Ergonomics Society.
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right left

Horizontal Marquee Rotated 

Left

Rotated 

Right

Rare Words

Frequent Words

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

Response Time (sec)

Text Orientation

�Use horizontal text

� Do not use marquee text



UI Patterns

Name

Problem

Solution

What

Rationale

When/Why

Implementation

Examples

How

Context

Exemplar 

Visualization

UI Pattern = general and repeatable solution to a commonly-occurring design challenge in 

user interface design or interaction design.



UI Patterns

http://www.welie.com

http://www.designinginterfaces.com http://www.developer.yahoo.com/ypatterns

http://www.ui-patterns.com



UI Patterns

Based on: Tidwell, J. (2005). Designing Interfaces. Cambridge, MA: O’Reilly. 



Page Layout UI Patterns

Top Aligned Labels



Page Layout UI Patterns

Responsive Disclosure



UI Controls

UI Control = concrete software building block, i.e. implementations of UI patterns

http://www.infragistics.com











Normal Color Vision (91.99% men, 99.57% women)

Blue/Yellow Deficiency (0.004% males, 0.002% females)

Red/Green Deficiency (8.00% men, 0.43% women)

Total Color Blindness (0.003% males, 0.002% females)



Using Saliency Models to fine-tune Design



Using Saliency Models to fine-tune Design



Using Saliency Models to fine-tune Design



Using Saliency Models to fine-tune Design



Summary

�Technology advances, people stay the same

�Human Factors Engineering is about understanding human capabilities and limitations and 

applying this knowledge to building UIs

� Great UX (usability & appeal) = make it easy to perceive, understand, act and get feedback

� While this presentation was about screen level design tactics, considering human

factors is important throughout the development process! 




